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ON CONFORMAL SCALAR CURVATURE 
EQUATIONS IN IR" 
YT LI ANO WEJ-MING NI 
l. lntroduction. On a Riemannian manifold ( M , g) of dimension n, n ~ 3, 
the probJem of finding conforma! metrics with prescribed scalar curvature K is 
equivalent to finding positive solutions of the elliptic equation on M 
(1.1) 
4(n - 1) n• 
( ) 
D.gu - ku + Ku = O, 
n-2 
where n* = (n + 2)/(n - 2), A
8 
is the Laplace-Beltrami operator in the g-met-
ric, and k is the scalar curvature of ( M, g). In the case wbere M is compact, lots 
of work has been done and we refer the reader to the monograph by Kazdan [K] 
for a survey. In the case where M is complete, noncompact, little was known 
until recently. Tue first natural case is that M = Rn and gis the usual rnetric. In 
this case equation (l.l) reduces (after a rescaling) to 
(1.2) 
on Rn, where 
D.u + Kun· = O 
" a i
D.=L: -2· 
i= 1 ax; 
In the case wbere K decays fast at oo, we now have a good understanding of 
tbe equation (1.2). In fact, in this case we have fairly detailed knowJedge about 
the set of al! positive entire solutions of the more general equatión 
(1.3) t:i.u + KuP = O, 
where p > 1, in R n_ The first general existen ce results are due to Ni [NI) in 1982. 
Received January 12, 1988. Revision received March 14, 1988. Researcb supported in pan by NSF 
grant DMS 8601246. 
In particular, Ni [Nl] proved the following (here we write x = (x1, x 2 ) E 
R 3 X R"-3 = R"): 
lHEOREM A. lf IK(x)I ~ Clxtl 1 for sorne t< - 2 al x 1 = oo and uniformly 
in x2, then equation (1.3) has infinitely many bounded positiue solutiom which are 
a/so bounded below by positiue constants. 
(In lhis paper K will always be assumed to be locally Holder continuous in R", 
n ~ 3, and e will denote various generic constants which may vary from line to 
line.) Since the publication of [Nl], there has been lots of research on this 
equarion using the method developed in (Nl]. The following result is due to 
Naito [Na]. 
TliEOREM B. Suppose that there exists a local/y Holder continuous function 
k*(r) ~O on [O, oo) such that IK(x) I ~ k*(\xl) for ali x E R" and f 00rk*(r) dr 
< oo. Then /or euery sufficiently small constant e > O, there is a posiiiue soJution u 
o/ (1.3) on R" with u(x) -+ e as jx 1 -+ oo. 
There has been an attempt (by Kusano and his collcagues, and by P.-L. Lions 
[Ls]) to find positive solutions of (1.3) which tend to O at oo. In this paper, we 
shall prove lhe following result, which, in sorne sense, gives a negative answer to 
tbis attempt. 
TREOREM 1.4. Suppose that K(x) = O(lxl 1 ) at oo for some t< -2, K E 
C1(R"), andthatthefunctionL(x) = [n - (n - 2)(p + l)/2]K(x) + x · 'VK(x) 
neuer changes sign in R ". Then equalion (L3) does not possess any bounded positiue 
solution u with lim inf x-cou = O. 
Remarks. (i) In case p < n•, the hypotheses above are never satis.fied except 
for K = O. (See the cemark at the end of 3.1.) In case p = n•, the condition on 
L (x) = x · \!K(x) says that the levcl surfaces of K are star-shaped with respect 
to the origin, and K is "monotone" as x moves away from O to oo. 
(ii) In case K = K(r) ~O is radial but is not strictly decreasing, there may 
exist positive solutions of (1.2) tending to O at oo under suitable hypotheses 
(including Lhe decay condition on K in Theorem 1.4 above),. 
(iii) Geometrically, Tbeorems A, B, and 1.4 imply that in ~se K decays fast at 
oo, tbe conformal metrics are "asymptotically Euclidean." 
ln case K ~ O and IK(x)I ~ qx¡t atoo for some t~ - 2, it was established 
by Ni [Nl] and Lin [L] (see also [CLD that equation (1.2) does not have any 
positive solutions in R". (Other related works include [C], [CY], [KW], [Ke], and 
[O].) Similar nonexisteoce results were obtained by Ni in [Nl] for K(x) ~ Cjxj 2 
at x = oo. This left open the range where K has " slow" decay or growth at oo, in 
particular, the case where K is bounded betweeli two positive constants. Tbis 
remaining case tumed out to be rather delicate. We tirst mention the following 
result due to Ding and Ni [DN] (except (ü), which is weU known). Let r¡ = r¡(r), 
r = jxj, be a smootb function of oompact suppo rt m 10, oo), O ~ T/ ;;i: O. Suppose 
T) is mo no to nically nonincreasing in r with T/ (O) ~ 1 but otherwise arbitrary. 
TuEOREM C. (i) (1.2) has no positive radial solu11ons for K = 1 - T) ; 
(ii) ( 1.2) has infinite(y many positive radial solutio11s for K = 1 and ali posirive 
radial solullons hove the same asymptouc behavior C1 x12 - n atoo , which giue rise to 
the usual m etrics ( mcomplete) on sn \ {a pomt ): 
( i ii) (1.2) has infiniteú• many positive radial solut1ons for K = 1 + T/ and ali 
pos1tive radial solutions hove tite same asy mptotic behauior Ci x 1<2- rr l/2 at oo, which 
give rise to complete ( noncompac1) metn cs 011 R ". 
N o te th a t T/ can be arbitrarily small and yet the diffe rences between 1 - T/. 1, 
and 1 + T/ are s trik.ing. In [DN ), Ding and N i a lso ex tended ( iii) to nonradial 
case. Ho wever, whether o r not the nonexistence result ( i) above extends to 
nonradial ca se remai ns unanswered and seems to deserve further s tudy. 
In a s lightly differen t d irection. we are able to es tabLish the following result by 
using a result d ue to N i and Yotsutani [NY1 , 2J. (He re and after tbe notaúon 
"/ - g a t oo" means tbat there exis t~ 1wo positive consta n ts C1, C2 sucb that 
C1g :;;i, f ~ C2 g at oo .) 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose rhat K(O) = 0. K = K ( r ) ~ O. and K - r t at oo for 
some ( E [ - 2, 0). lf ( r - tK ), ~ 0 ar oo . 1hen ( 1.2) has a pos1twesolution u i11 Rn 
w1th u( r ) - r 2 - " 01 oo and mfimte~i· many pos11we solu11ons ü with ü( r ) -
, <2- n)(h()/ ,. al oo 1/ ! > - 2. or ü( r ) - (logr}(2 - n)/ '4 al oo 1f I = - 2. Further-
more, there is no posttive radial solurion o/ (J.2) w1th asy mptotic behavior different 
from rhe rwo described above. 
( In fact , in case t= - 2, Lhe condition " ( r 2K ), ~ O at co" may be consider-
ably relaxed; see The-0rem 3.20 below.) 
N o te tha t, for instance. K = r/ ( r 1 - r + 1) satisfi es a li the hypo theses on K 
abo ve . Thus , f or this K , there ore two kinds o/ positicie solutions: one behaues like 
Cr 2 - " at oo , which gives rise to in complete con/ ormal me tries in R "; the orher gives 
rise to complete ( noncompaCJ) conforma/ mem cs. Comparing the conclusions o f 
Theorems C and 1.5, we see tbat they exhibit drastically ditrerent bebaviors 
(be tween bo unded and slow decay K 's) . 
In proving Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, various asympto tic behaviors o f solutions of 
(1.3) are needed. They are derived in section 2 below. In sectio n 3 we include the 
proofs oí Theorem 1.4 a nd an extension o f Theorem 1.5 (which covers equation 
(1.3)). 
We sho uld remark that equauo n (1.3) also a rises in ot her b ranc hes of appLied 
m a tbem atics. For ins tan ce, the equation 
1 
( 1 .6) óu + - -- u P = Ú 
+ ll- 12 
in R 3 with p > is known as the Ma lukuma equation , which was used to model 
globula r clus ters of s tars in 1930 (j M], [NY 1, 2 j). Sorne o f the me thods in this 
paper also apply to equation (1.6) and, conversely, the techniques and results 
developed to handle equation (1.6) a1so often extend to equation (13). (See 
sections 2 and 3 below. In particular, Theorem 3.20 applies to (1.6).) We refer the 
reader to [LN] for other closely related results. 
1 t will be clear from our proofs below that the analysis in th.is paper extends to 
the more general equation 
(1.7) Au + f(x, u) =O 
in R" with suitable conditions on f. However, no attempt will be made in tbis 
paper to cover the inost general possible case on f. 
Finally, we mention the works of Kenig and Ni fKN], Aviles and McOwen 
[AN], Jin [J], and Chen., Cheng, and Yu [CCY] on various other cases of (1.1). We 
would also like to thank James Serrin for a helpful conversation. 
2. Asymptotic behavior. In this section we shall study the asymptotic behav-
ior of positive·solutions of the equation 
(2.1) Au + KuP =O 
in R ", where p > O and n ~ 3, under various hypotheses of K. In case K has 
fast decay (Le., faster than quadratic decay) at oo, we shall obtain fairly precise 
asymptotics of solutions of (2.1). Thís is treated in the subsection 2.1. Subsection 
2.2 is mainly devoted to the study of the asymptotics of positive radial solutions 
of (2.1) for nonnegative radial K 's with K(r) - rt, -2 ~ t, atoo. 
2.1. Fast decay case. Let f be a locally Holder continuous function on R" 
with the followi.Og decay: 
(2.2) lf(x) 1 ~ Cjxlt atoo, 
where C > O, t < - 2 are constants. We first estímate the Newtonian potential 
off. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let w be the Newtonian potentia/ o//, i.e., 
(2.4) i f(y) w(x) =en _1 dy, R•lx - Yin 
where e,, = [n(n - 2)w,,r1. w,, is the volume o/ the unit ba/1 in R 11• Then w(x) is 
well-defined and at oo we have 
(2.5) 
{
qx¡2-rr 
lw(x) 1 ~ qx¡2- 11log\xl 
c¡x¡i+t 
if (< -n, 
if (= -n, 
if - n < (< -2. 
Proof This may be proved by standard arguments. We include a proof here 
for the sake of completeness. 
First, observe that w is well-defined since by (2.2) there exists a constant C 
such that 
1 
1w(.x)1 ~ el · 1x - y ¡n- 2(1 + ¡y¡- -') dy 
and -t> 2. Next we decompose the above integral as follows: 
where 11, 12, and / 3 are defined by the last equality. 
11 may be estimated as follows. Since in íl1 = {y E R"l IY - x¡ ~ lxV2}, 
lxl - lyl ~ lx - YI ~ \xV2, and IYI ~ lxV2. Thus (recall that -(> 2) 
e !::! i 
~ -. -12 __ ,n-Idr = Clxl2+t. 1x¡-t o ,,,-2 
/ 3 may be estimated similarly. For in íl3 = {y E R 11121xl ~ IY - xi} we bave 
IY - xi ~ IYI + 1x1 ~ IYI + IY - xv2. Thus IY .- xl/2 ~ IYI and 
e 
13~ 1 -( dy 
e, lx - Yl" .:2 1 + ex~ YI) 
· lxl 
Finally, we observe that in íl2 =(Y E Rnl2~ IY - xi~ 21xl}, 
e dy 
1 2 ~ -lx-l"--2 fc,-l _+_l_Y_l -t· 
~ c¡x¡2-n(J dy f + 1 dy t) 
IYl<l 1 + IYI- l<tYt<3txt IYr 
= c¡x12-n( e+ e 1i3¡x~trn - l dr) 
if n - 1 + (< - 1, 
if n - 1 + t = -1, 
ifn - l+t> -l. 
Now it is easily seen. that (2.5) holds. 
LEMMA 2.6. lff ~ O on R" andf(x) ~ Clxlt al ooforsome t< -2, 
then the Newtonian potential w defined by (2.4) has the following lower 
at oo: 
(2.7) 
Proof As in th.e above proof, we write 
i/ t< - n, 
if (= - n , 
if -n < t< -2. 
where Ií. Ií. and l { are defined by the last equality, and íl1, 0 2, 0 3 
in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Choose R so la.rge that f 'f:. O in BR(O). Now, for !xi 
sufficiently large, we have 
! ' - (J. J ) ( c,.f(y) d ) 2 
- B11 (0) + ~\811(0) lx - Yl"- 1 !Y 
~ 1 1~-2(!. /(y ) dy + 1 /(y) dy) 
X B11.(0) ~ \811(0) 
since (Y E R"IR ~ IYI ~ lxV2} ~ Sl2 \BR(O). Thus, simple computations show 
that 
{
c¡x¡2 - n if n - 1 + t< -1, 
lí ~ Cjx¡2 - n logJxl if n - 1 + t= -1, 
Cixl2 +t íf n - 1 + t> - l. 
Since w ~ 1 í, (2. 7) follows. Q.E.0. 
LHMMA 2.8. Let v be a bounded solution o/ 
Av + f= O 
in R", n ;;i.. 3, where f satisfies (2.2). Then li.mx_ 00v(x) always exists and 
1 
/(y) 
u(x)=v00 +c,, I 
1
,,_2 dy, 
R" X - y 
where v00 = limx-cc,O(x). 
Proof Define w by (2.4). For an arbitrary but fi.x:ed point z E R ", choose 
R > lzl. Now set 
J. 
J(y) 
w1(x) = en _2 dy, 
B11(0) lx - YI" 
Theo it is standard that Aw1(z) + /(z) •O (et (GT]) and Aw.i(.z) =O. Sincc 
w = w1 + w2, we havc Aw + f =O al z, and thus in A". Therefore A(v - w) =O 
in A" and u - w is bounded in R" by Lem.ma 2.3. Thus v - w - C, wbere C is 
a constanl by Liouvillc's theorcm. Since w -+ O as x -+ oo by Lemma 2.3, we 
conclude that V .... e al oo, Le., e = VOCI. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready for our main estiro.ates. 
TR:EoREM 2.9. Let u be a bounded positive solurion of (2.1) in A", n ~ 3, 
p > O, with liminfx-oo u(x) =O. Suppose that K is a local/y Holder continuous 
functlon which satisfies the f ollowing decay: 
(2.10) IK(x) 1 ~ Clxl' atoo 
for some t < - 2. Then for any e > O we hfWe 
{2.11) 
{
q.x¡2-.. ª' 00 
u(x) ~ 
CJxlCl - r)(t+l)/(1-1) atoo 
where e, is a constan/ depending on e. 
n+( 
ifp>--2· n-
n+t 
ifp "- --2' n -
Proof Setling / (x) = K(x)u'(x), we sce that (2.2) is satisfied and Au + f = 
O in A". By Lemma 2.8, we have 
1 
/(y) 
u(x) =e,, A•lx - Yl"-2 dy, 
sincc u00 - limx_..,u(x) always exists and is thus zero. To obtain tbe estimates 
(2.11) we divide our argmnents into three cases. 
Case l. t < - n. In tbis case (2.11) follows direclly from (2.5). 
Case 2. t - - n. Lemma 2.3 i.mplies lhat Cor lxl large 
lu(x) 1 ~ C1x12 - " loglxl < qx¡Cl- a>/2. 
This, in turn, implies lhat 
l/(x)I = IK(x)l · lu(x}( < Clxl"+,(2- a)/2 
Cor lxl largc. Since ( = - n, p >O, wc have t+ p(2 - n)/2 < - n, and again 
(2.11) follows CTom (2.5) in tbis case. 
Case 3. - 2 > t > - n. From (2.5) we have for lxl large 
1 f t + p ( t + 2) ~ -11 , Lhen we are done in \'iew of thc prcvious cases. Otherwise 
we can apply Lennna 2.3 again lo coacludt: that 
fo r lxl large. Repeat ing this process, we have, after the k th iteration, that 
{2 .12) 
i f (J.. ~ - ( " - 2). 
ifls. > -( 11 -2). 
where t" = (1 + p + p2 + · · · + p")(t+ 2). Now, if p ~ l . then t 4 -+ - oo as 
k - oo sincc t < -2. For p < L it is clear tha t t" ~ - (11 - 2) for sorne k is 
equ1valen1 to ( t + 2)/ (1 - p ) < - ( /1 - 2), which is equivalen! to p > 
( n + t)/( n - 2). Thus, when p > ( /1 + t )/( 11 - 2). (J.. ~ - ( n - 2) fo r k large. 
and it follows tha t lu(x)I ~ C1x1 2 - n at oo . When p ~ (n + t )/ ( 11 - 2). tk l 
(t+ 2)/(1 - p ) ~ -(n - 2) and (2.11 ) follows from (2.12). Q.E.D. 
T H EORJ;M 2. 13. Lér u be a bounded p os1rwe solut1on o/ (2 .1) rn R n, n ~ 3, p > O 
w1th K sa11sfying (2.10). Then u
00 
= Lim .. _
00
11(x) a/ways ex1sts. Furthermore, 1/ 
1K1 - lx( ar oo for some t < - 2 and K never changes sign in R n, then 
(2. 14) 
{ 
qx¡ 2 " 
111 - uool - Cix1 2 " loglxl 
C1x l 2~ t 
prouided thar u
00 
> O. 
1/ { < - 11 . 
1/ ( = - 11 . 
i/ - n < t < - 2, 
Proof The firs t assertion follows from Lemma 2.8 directly by selling / (x) = 
K (x) u'( x). To prove the second conclusion, we observe that it suffices to treat 
the case K ~ O. This is theo an immediale coroUary of Lemmas 2.3, 2.6, and 2.8. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.15. In fact, if K ~ O in Theorem 2.13, then u(x ):;;., 11
00 
for aU 
x G R ". Similarly, if K ~ O on R ", then u ~ u
00
• Moreover, both Theorems 2.9 
and 2.13 are sharp. (This may be seen by constructing simple cxam ples; see, e.g .. 
INl), (NY2].) 
2.2. S low decay case. In Lhis subsection, we shall study Lhe asymptotic 
behavior of posilive radíaJ solutions of (2.1 ). For simpLici ty we shall assume 
throughout this subsection that p > 1 and K 1s radial and nonnegarwe rn R ". 
(Note that some of our estimates below do not require that K be nonnegative in 
the entice R".) We begin our analysis by recalliog a lcnown result from [Nl, 
p. 516, Theorem 3.35]. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let u= u(r; a) be che solution o/ 
(2.17} 
{
urr + n ~ 1 u,+ K(r)u' - O in [O, oo), 
u,(O) = O, u(O} = a > O. 
lf K ~ Cr1 al oo for some ronstants C > O, t ~ - 2, and u > O in [O, oo ), then the 
/ollowing estimates hold at oo: 
(2.18) er-'" ;;¡.. u(r) ~ Cr 2- " i/ ( > -2, 
(2.19) C(logr)-1/v- l) ;;¡.. u( r) ;;>. Cr2- n lf ( • -2, 
where m ... (t+ 2)/(p - 1). 
Remarks. (i) Since we are only conce:rncd with positive solutions here, we use 
the convention that 
u' = {u' ü u > O, 
o if u< o. 
Then u(r; a) exists on [O, oo) for all a > O. 
(ii) It was provcd by Ni [Nl, p. 517, Theorem 3.41) that (2.1) does not have 
any positive solutions if m ~ n - 2. Thus we shall assume lhroughout this paper 
that m < n - 2, i.e., (< (n - 2Xp - 1) - 2. 
(iii) The cstimates (2..18), {2.19) are sharp. 
(iv) The pointwise condition "K ;.. Cr' at oo" may be replaced by an integral 
one; scc Remark 2.42. 
LEMMA 2.20. Le1 u = u(r; a) be rhe solution o/ (2.17). Suppose rhal K(r) = 
O(r1 ) al r ... oo for some (;;¡.. -2. lf u 1's posltiue in (O, oo) and u(r) = O(r _.,_') 
al r - oo for some e> O, then u(r ) = O(r2 - ") ar r - oo. 
Proof. From {2.17) we have, by intcgration from O to r, 
l 1' u,( r ) + --;=J K(s)u'(s)s•- 1 ds - O. 
r o 
Now integrating from r to oo, we obtain 
since u(oo) =O by our assumption on u. Changing the order of integration gives, 
for r ~ 1, that 
(2.21) 
1 1r 1 f"° u(r) = --r2-n K(s)uP(s)sn- ids + --2 K(s)uP(s)sds n- 2 o n- r 
{ 
C[r2- n + , - m- pt] 
,.; e [ , 2- n + ,2-n log '] 
if m +pe '* n - 2, 
ü m +pe= n - 2, 
sin.ce - p(m +e)+(+ 2 = -m - pe. If m +pe> n - 2, we are done. Other-
wise, we repeat the arguments above with e replaced by pe in case m +pe < 
n - 2, and with e replaced by n - 2 - m - 8 in case m + pe = n - 2, wllere 
8 > O is so small that m + p (n - 2 - m - 8) > n - 2. Then we have, for r ~ 1, 
( 
c[,2-n + , -m-p2•] 
u(r) ~ c,2-n 
if m +pe < n - 2, 
if m +pe = n - 2, 
which takes care of the case m + pE = n - 2. Iterating tbis process, we can show 
that, in case m + pe < n - 2, 
u(r) ~ c [,2-n + ,-m-p•L] at C() 
for any positive integer k . Since p > 1, our concJusion holds after a finite number 
of iterations. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma may be proved by straightforward calculations; thus we 
omit its proof. 
LEMMA 2.22. Suppose that u > O satisfies the equation 
n-1 
u,,+ --u,+ K(r )uP(r) = O in (O, oo). 
r 
(i) Let v(r) = rqu(r) for r >O. Then u saJisfies 
n - 1 - 2q q(q + 2 - n) 
(2 .23) un+ o, + 
2 
v+ K ( r ) r-q(p- t>vP =O. 
r r 
(ü) Lel w(r) = (log r)qu(r) for r >l. Then w E C 2 in (1, oo) and satisfies 
(2.24) ( 
2q ) w,. [ q + 1 ] w w + n -1- -- --qn -2---
,, log r r log r r 2 log r 
+ K(r)(logr) -q(p-t) wp =O. 
Our next theorem is more or less a standard comparison-type resulL 
TH:EOREM2.25. SupposethaiK(r) = O(r t) atooforsome (> -2, and1hatu 
is a solution o/ (2.17) which is positive in [O, oo) with u(r ) = o(r-'") atoo. Then 
u(r ) = O(r2- n) at oo. 
Proof Set v(r) = r'"u( r) for r > O. Then v(r )-+ O as r-+ oo and v satisfies 
°(2.23) with q = m there. Defining 
(2.26) 
x · Du u 
L u .: 6.u - 2m - m (n - 2 - m - e)-
• lxl2 lxl 2 ' 
we have 
Q uP 
L v - me-+ K (r)r- t- =O 
• , 2 ,2 
by (2.23), since m ( p - 1) = t + 2. This i.mplies that for any e > O, there exists 
an R. > O such that 
in R n \ B R (O), since V -+ o at 00. 
On the other hand, for o < E < n - 2 - m, we have L .<p. = o in R n \ {O) 
wbere cp.(x) = ¡x¡P. with /3, being the negative root of f3 ( fJ - 1) + (n - 1 -
2m)fJ - m(n - 2 - m - e)= O, i.e., 
13. = t [ - ( n - 2 - 2m) - J ( n - 2 - 2m) 2 + 4m ( n - 2 - m ~ E) ] • 
Setting C, = v(R,)R-;/J·, we see that 
{
L.( u - C,cp,) ;;i: O 
V - Cm = O 
f'I'( 
u - Cm --+O 
(Y'r 
inRn \ B.q{O) , . 
on aBR (O)', . 
al oo, 
since P. < O. Observing that Lhe coefficient of the tenn u in L. in (2.26) is 
negative, we conclude by the max:imum principie that v - C.<p. ~ O in R" \ BR (O), 
i.e., v( r ) ~ C,rfl• al OO. This guarantees that u.( r ) ~ c.r- m+P, at oo, and 'our 
conclusion then follows from Lemma 2.20. Q.RD. 
Note that in case K - rt al oo for some t > -2 tbe estiro.ates in (2.18) show 
Lhat a radial soJution u lllUSl have its asymptotic behavior al 00 lie between Cr- m 
and Cr1-", and Theorem 2.25 seems to indicate that the two extremes are the 
only possibilit.ies- However, this seems to hold only under some addi tional 
hypotheses. 
THEoREM 2.27. Suppose thar K = O(rt) ar oo /or sorne t> -2 and u is a 
positiue solution of (2.17) in [O, oo) wíth liminf,_
00 
r'"u(r ) =O. 1/ n - 2 ~ 2m 
a:nd [r- tK(r )J, ~O for r sufficiently large , then u( r) = o(r- '") atoo and conse-
que11tly u( r) = O( r 2-") ar oo. 
Proof Set v( r) = rmu(r). Then Lim inf,_
00
v(r) = O. Assume that 
lim sup,_ 00 v( r ) =µ.>O. We shall derive a contradiction. 
Since liminf, _.., v(r ) =O<µ.= limsup, _
00 
v(r), there exist two sequences 
( ~k } , ( 1¡1J with the following properties: 
(i) 1 ~ ~1 < 111 < ~2 < 172 < · · · , !k --. oo as k -> oo; 
(ü) u( ~k) is a strict local mínimum with { vak>) strictly decreasing to zero as 
k-> oo; 
(lii) u( 1J,1) = vak), V( r) ;;¡: vak) for a11 r E ªk• '1k ) and V,( T11t.) < 0. 
The construction of such sequeoces is based on the followiog observation: 
(2 .28) 
( 
If v,(r0 ) = O and uP-
1(r0) < m(n - 2 - m )/A, where 
r0~ 1, A is a posítive upper bound o/ r-(K(r) in r ;;¡: 1, 
then v,,( r0 ) * O. 
For suppose v,,( r0 ) = O. Then the equation (2.23) becomes, at r = r0 , 
a cootradiction. 
Now choose ~1 > l such lbat l'( ~ 1 ) is a local nUnimum and v , ~ 1a1) < 
m ( n - 2 - m )/ A . Then it foll ows from Lhe above observat.ion that v"(e 1) > O, 
i.e .• va1) is a stric1 local minimum. Nexl. set 
r¡ 1 = sup ( r¡ > ~ ¡) 11( 17 ) = 11( ~ 1 } and v ( r ) ;;i: u( t 1 ) for ali r E (~ 1 • 17 )} . 
We bave r¡ 1 < oo sínce li rn inf,_ 00 v( r) = O Moreover. íf v,(1h) = O Lheo vrr(r¡ 1) 
> O in view of (2.28) and lhe definitíon of r¡ 1. lt would lhen follow tbat v( 71 1) is a 
srric1 local mínimum and 0(17 1 +E)> u( 17 1) = u( ~ 1 ) for ali E > O small. Tus 
contradícts the defin ition oí 11 1• Suppose ~ .1. · 111c are chosen . We shall prooeed to 
choo.c ~A+ i· 11u i· Let ~" , 1 > 1¡ , be such tbat ci({ -" + • ) ís a local mínimum and 
u( ~-" + 1 ) < min {n( ~.I,). l / k }. and 17Ai 1 = sup ( 17 > ~h.lv ( 1¡ ) = v ( ~k + ¡) and 
v( r) ;i: u( ~" 1 1 ) for ali r E ((1:• 1, 11 )} . Reasoning as bdore .. we see lhat {~~:}. ( 'r/¡.. } 
satis fy (i), (ii ). and (iii l. 
Now multiplyl ng (2 .23) ( q = m ) by 2r 2u, . we obtain 
' (r :'.11} ), + 2r ( n - ~ - 2m)l'; + 1n(m + 2 - 11 )( (•"2), + p: 
1 
( Kr - t)(1,p+I), 
= O. 
lntegraling over [ ~> .. 11, ], it then f oll ows from ( ii ). ( iii ) above, and an integration 
by parts tbat 
~ ¡~ , 
(2.29 ) 7) ¡..l';( TJ )+2( n - 2-2m ) ru; 
( , 
Since 
K(r )r - r< ,p+l( r )I;: :,: J.,,1( f: ( r ) r - (), 11P .. 1 (~A ) dr 
(, 
by (iii ) abo\'e, (2.28) may be rewrillen as follows: 
(2.30 ) ~ f q' ' 7J .1.l',~ ( 'r/ 1. ) + 2( /1 - 2 - 2m ) ru; 
.. L 
1 
+ _-- e· [ r (A' ( r ) L [ u p' 1 ( ( ¡,} - V p 4 1 ( r ) l dr = o. 
P + l -e 
Since [r - tK(r)], <;O near oo, we conclude from (iii) that for k sufficieotly large, 
all lerms in (2.30) are nonnegative and theccfore musl vanish. lo particular, 
u,(TJ,1r ) - O for large k , a cootradiction. Thus v-+ O al oo and the conclusion that 
u( r ) = O(r 2 - ") al oo then follows from Theorem 2.25. Q.E.D. 
Remork. The main idea in the proof above was first used in [N2] and then in 
[DN]. 
The case t -= -2 may be handled .in a similar fasblon, except it is tecbnically 
more complicated. 
THEORl!M 2.31. Suppose that K(r) = O(r - 2 ) at oo and that u is a positiue 
soluJion o/ (2.17) satisfying u(r) = o((log r) - t/(p · ll) al oo. Then u(r) = O(r 2- n) 
Of OO. 
Proof This proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.25. Set 
w(r ) = (log r)1/Cp-l)u( r ), for r > 1. 
Then w-+ O as r-+ oo and w satisfies equation (2.24) with q - 1/ (p - 1). For a 
fixed e e (O, n - 2), there exists an R. E (1, oo) such that 
Letting 
(2.32) 
p 1 
n - 2 - e - ---- > O for a1J r > R , . 
p - 1 log r 
2 x ·Dw 
L,w & Aw -
p - 1 1x¡2 loglxl 
1 ( p 1 ) 
- (p - l)JxJ2 logJxl n -
2 - e - p - 1 . loglxl w, 
we have, from equation (2.24), that 
e K(r) 
O = L,w - w + - - wP 
(p- l) lxl 2 1og¡x¡ logr 
.. L.w+ w {--=.:._ + [K(r)r2)wP-•} 
lxl2 logfxl p - 1 · 
Since K(r )r 2 is bounded and w-+ O atoo, we conclude that Ltw ;¡¡,. O for lxl = r 
large. 
Nexl, we construct a comparison function. Set 
Y,(x) = lx!.6 loglxl for lxl > l. 
Compute 
[ ( 
2/3 + n - 2 - e ) 
L.Y,(x ) = ¡x¡.6- l /3(/3 + n - 2)1oglx! + 2/3 + n - 2 - - ----
p - 1 
2 -p l + 2 • 
( p - 1) loglxl 
Choosing f3 = (2 - n )/2 < O, we ha ve 
L "1(x) = lxl -22-,, [-( n - 2 )2 log¡x¡ + _ e_ + 2 -/ l ~ O 
t 2 p - l ( p - 1) loglxl 
íor l.xl large, and "1 - O as x - oo. 
Therefore, there ex.ists R > R t sucb that 
{
L,(w - Ci/I) ~ O in R"\BR(O). 
w - Co/ =O on aBR(O) and 
w - Co/-+ O atoo, 
where C = w( R )/o/ ( R ). Since the coefficien t of the w te rm in (2.32) is negative, 
we conclude by max.imum principie that w ~ CY, in R " \ B R(O). Our assertion 
then follows fro m Lemma 2.20. Q .E.D . 
We are now ready for lhe analogues of Theorem 2.27 for t = - 2. 
TuEOREM 2.33. Suppose rhat K(r ) = O( r - 2 ) at oo and that u is a positive 
solution o/ (2.17) satisfying liminfr-oo ( log r )lf(p-llu( r) = O. lf 
(2 .34) 
near oo (i.e. , for r sufficienrly large), rhen u( r ) = o((log r) -l/(p-l>) ar oo and 
consequently u(r) = O(r 2 - " ) ar oo. 
CoROllARY 2.35. Suppose that K(r) = O(r- 2 ) at oo and that u is a positive 
solution o/ (2.17) satisfying liminfr-oo (log r )lf(p-l>u(r) =O. 1/ either 
(i) (r 2K(r))r ~O near oo (i.e., for r sufficiently large), or 
(ü) liminfr 2K( r ) > (n -
2
)(p - l) limsup r(logr)2[r 2K(r)L, 
r-oo P r-oo 
then u( r ) = o((log r) - 1/(p- l>) atoo and consequent/y u(r) = O(r2- ") atoo. 
Proof (i) clearly implies (2.34). 
Suppose (ii) holds. Then there exist three positive constants .A , R, and e such 
that 
r 2 K ( r ) > A > A - e > ( n -
2
) ( p -
1
) r (Log r )2 [ r 2 K ( r)], for all r ~ R. 
p 
Straightforward computation shows that, for r large, 
[ 
1 1 ( R) n - 2] 
= 'Ar"-2 logr- logR - -- + -- -
n-2 n - 2 r 
~ 'Arn- 2 logr[l - - 1-(log R + - 1-)] 
log r n - 2 
> ('A - e)rn-2 Iog r 
(n - 2)(p - 1) n- 1(1 )3[ 2K( )] > r og r r r r• 
p 
Le., (2.'.34) bolds near oo and the assertion follows. Q.E.D. 
We now come back to the 
Proa/ o/ Theorem 2.33. As usual, we set w(r) = (log r )1/(p- l)u(r) for r > l. 
Then liminf,_ 00 w(r) =O. Assume that lim sup, _ 00 w(r) >O. Then similar ar-
guments as in the proof of Theorem 2.27 show that there exist two sequences 
{ ~" }, ( TJ1c } having properties (i), (ii), and (iii) in the proof of Theorem 2.27. For 
w satisfies 
(2.36) w + n - 1- -( 
2 ) w, 
rr (p - l )logr r 
1 ( p ) w K(r) --- n-2 - + --wP a: O 
p-1 (p - l)logr r 21ogr logr 
in (1, 00)1 and the key observation (2.28) oow takes tbe following form: 
n - 2 
If w,(t0) = O and wP - l(r0) < 2
( p _ l)A where r0 ~ 
[ 
2p ] 2 
ex.p ( n _ i)(p _ l) , and A > r K(r) in (1, oo), then 
(Thc proof is the same as that oí (2.28).) 
Next, multiplying (2.36) by 2wr · r 2 log r, wc bavc 
( w 2r 2 log r ) + 2[n - 2 - (-
2
- + _:)-
1-]w2 • r logr 
r r p - 1 2 log r , 
1 ( p ) 2 +-- 2 - n + {w2),+ --r2K(r)(wP• 1), = 0. 
p - 1 (p - l)logr p+l. 
lntegrating from ~k to "• and appEying intcgration by parts, we oblain 
2 2 1"* 2 [ p + 3 ] '1k(log11k)w,(fl.J+2 f• w, n - 2 - 2(p - l)logr rlogr 
p [( 1 1 ) 2 1"' 2 ( 1 ) l + ----- wa) - w ·-
( p - 1)2 log Tlk log ~k k ~, log r , 
since wak) = w(17,.). Tbis, in tum, implies lhat 
( ) 2 < ) 2( ) r"· 2 [ P + 3 ] 2.37 '11k log '11k w, '11k + 2 Jf.. w, n - 2 - i(p _ l)log r r log r 
+ (p ~ 1)2 ~~·[ w2(~k) - wl(r)] (lo: r )' 
+ p ~ 
1 
~~* [wp+l(~k) - wP+ 1( r)](r2K(r)), = O. 
Since w(r ) ;;¡,: wak) for r E (Ek• 11k), it follows from Cauchy's mean value 
tbeorem that for b > a > O, lhere exists e E la, b] such that 
bp + 1_ap+ 1 (p+ l)cP p+l i p+l t 
= = --cP- ~ --bP- . 
b2 - a 2 2c 2 """' 2 
Therefore, for r E {tk, r¡k), il follows thal 
Since u satisfies (2.17), u(r) may be estimated as follows: 
-r"- 1.u,= 1'K(s)uP(s)s"-Lds~ uP(r)1'K(s)s"- 1 ds, 
o o 
because u i s decreasing. Thus 
1 1 1' --(u1-P(r )) ~ -=t K (s)s"- 1 ds 
p - 1 r r" o 
and 
p - l 1 1' ~ -- · - -- s(r"- 2 - s"- 2)K (s) ds . 
n - 2 r" 2 o 
Combi.ning (2.38) and (2.39), we have 
2( p - 1) ( 2 ) - 1 
w2(r) - w2(~iJ ~ ( )( )r" - logr 
n-2 p+ l 
Sin ce (log r )- 1 is decreasing, we ha ve, from (2. 37), 
+ r" - 1 ( log r ) s ( r" - 2 - s,, _ 2 ) K ( s) ds f,1JA { P [ 31 -1 lr E. ( p - 1 )( n - 2) o 
From (2.34) il is easily seen that the Last term in (2.40) is non.negative for k Jarge. 
Since (log r) - 1 ... O at oo, tbe second term in (2.40) is also nonnegative for k 
large. lt then follows that w,(lJ") = O for k large. Tu.is oontradicts property (üi) 
of the sequence {11.d and thus limsup,_°" w(r) =O. Theoonclusion that u(r) = 
O(r 2 - ") atoo then foUows frorn Theorem 2.31. Q.E.D. 
Combi.ning Theorem 2.27, CoroUary 2.35, and Lenuna 2.16, we oonclude this 
section wíth tbe foUowi.ng: 
l'HEORBM 2.41. Suppose thar K ( r ) - ,r ar oo for sorne t~ -2, and u is a 
positive radial solution o/ (2.17) in [O, oo ). 
(i) l f (> - 2, then u musr be either - r 2- " al oo, or - ,-m at oo, where 
m = (t+ 2)/(p - 1). prouided that n - 2 ~ 2m and [r - -'K(r)], ~O for r suf-
ficiently large. 
(ü) If t = - 2, rhen u must be either - , i - n at oo or - (log r )-l/(p - I) ot oo, 
prouided that 
(n-2)(p- 1) 
2 
liminf r 2K(r ) > limsupr(logr) [r 2K(r)],. 
r-oo P r-oo 
Proof (i) As before, sel o( r) = r"'u(r). Lemma 2.16 ímplies thal u is 
bounded atoo. Thus we only bave lwo possibilities: (a) liminf, .... °" u(r) >O or 
(b) lim inir-oo v( r ) =O. lf (a) holds, then u(r) - ,-m al oo. lf (b) bolds, then iL 
follows from Theorem 2.27 that u - , i-n al oo. 
(ü) The proof is almost identical to (i) above except we now set w(r) = 
(log r)1/(p- l)u(r) for r ~ 1 and use (2.19) and Corollary 2.35 instcad. Q.RD. 
Remark 2.42. The pointwise condition "K - rt al oo Cor some t ~ - 2" may 
be replaced by the following condition: K ~ Cr' at oo for sorne I ~ - 2 and 
1's( r" -2 - s"-2) K(s) ds ;;i. { Cr"+I if ( > - 2, o Cr"- 2 logr if t=-2. 
For the estimates (2.18) and (2.19) remain valid under this assumptioa with the 
same proof. 
3. Existence and nonexistence. The purpose of this section is to prove 
Tbeorem 1.4 and various extensions of Tbeorem 1.5 stated in the introduction. 
3.1. Nonexistence. We first prove Theorem 1.4. Suppose u is a bounded 
posilive solution of 
(3.1) t::.u + Ku P =O 
in R ", where p > max(O,(n + t)/(n - 2)} and K(r ) = O(r '') at oo for sorne 
t < - 2 and lim inix-oo u(x) =O. (No sígn condition is imposed on K llere and 
tbe case p > 1 is included since (n + t )/(n - 2) < l.) Setting /(x) = 
K(x) uP(x), we have !rom Theorem 2.9 that u(x) = O(lxl 2- ") at oo and that 
(3.2) l/(x) 1 ~ C(l + lxl)t'-p(,,-Z) far alJ x E R" 
for some constant C >O. Note tbat t- p(n - 2) < - n and 
(3.3) 1 
(x, - Y1)f(y) 
ux (x) = -(n - 2)c,. I I" dy. 
1 R" X - J 
(Tu.is may be proved by standard arguments involving suitable cut-off functions 
and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.) Combining (3.2) and (3.3), 
we obtain 
(3 .4) 
To estimate the integral in (3.4), we decompose R " into '21 = (y E R"l lx - YI 
< lxl/2} and íl1 = (y E Rnl lx - YI ~ lxl/2}. In íl1 we have IYI > lxl/2 
and 
lxl" - 1 
l ,1x -y¡"- '(1 + IYl)P<"- 2)- tdy 
lxl" 
= C------
(2 + lxl) p(n-2)- t • 
whicb is uniformJy bounded since p(n - 2) - t > n. lo íl2 we bave 
lxl"- 1 
Ía., lx - y¡ n- 1 
l 
1
00 ] 
~ e r" - 1 dr 
'""' O (1 + r y <n - i )- t ' 
whicb is a finite constant since p ( n - 2) - t > n . Thus we have 
(3.5) lv-u(x) 1 ~ C(l + lx1)1- 11 for all x E R", 
where e > o is a constanl. 
Since u satisfies lhe well-known Rellich-Pohozaev ideotity 
(3.6) p:iJ.{[• - (n-
2
);p+ l)]K + x·vK(x))u'• '(x) 
f [ 
au ¡v-ul 2 K(x) 
1 = (x · V'u) - - (x · v)-- + (x · v)--uP+ 
aa a V 2 p + 1 
n - 2 au l +--u-
2 a.,, · 
where íl is an arbitrary bounded smoolh domain, v is lhe unit outer normal to 
ao. (See, e.g. , Lemma 3.7, p. 491, in (DN).) Now choose íl = BR(O). Using (3.5) 
and Theorem 2.9, we can estimate Lhe rigbt-hand side of (3.6) as follows. On 
8BR.(0), we have 
1 
au' 
2 (x · vu)-¡; ~ Rlvu l ~ CR3 - 2n, 
l(x · 11 )KuP+ 1 ¡ ~ CR · R1 · R C1-nX p+l> = CR1+t+(2-n)(p+ t>, 
Thus the right-hand side of (3.6) is bounded by 
as R - oo. 1t then follows that 
{[ 
(n-2)(p+l)] } 
O= L. n -
2 
K + x · vK(x) uP+1( x ) dx 
= 1 L(x)uP+1(x) dx . 
R" 
Th.is gives a contradiction ü L(x) ';/:O a.nd never cbanges sigo in R". The case 
L = O in R " may be handled as follows. Fix a poinl x0 with lx01 = 1 and 
consider the ray x = tx 0 , t ~ O. Far simplicity, we sel ;\ = [n - (n - 2) 
(p + 1)/2] and q>(t) = K(tx0 ) , t ~ O. Then the condition L(x ) =O reduces lo 
(3.7) tq>'(t) + Aq>(t) =O far t ~ O. 
(Note that cp e C1([0, oo)).) We divide lhe rest of the proof into two cases. 
(i) A .i;; O. Then qi'(t) = ->.cp(t)/ t , t >O. Thisimplies that 'P isnondecreasing 
on the set where q> is positive. Thus if q> is positive somewhere, say~ al 
t = t 0 > O, th.en 'P tends monotonically to a positive limit (whicb could be oo) as 
t - oo. On the other hand, our decay assumption on K guarantees that q> _.. O at 
oo , a contradiction. Similarly, q> cannot be negative anywhere. Thus 'P = O in 
t ~ O. Since x 0 is an arbürary point on the unit sphere, we conclude lhat K = O 
in R ". Then a solution u of the equation (3.1) must be a harmonic function and 
either liminfx- co u(x) = - oo or u is identically a constanL We arrive ata 
cootradiction in either case. 
(ii) >. > O. Note first that q¡(O) = O (by (3.7)) and that cp _.. O at oo. Thus if cp 
is positive somewhere, then the maximum of cp on t ~ O must be assumed at 
t = t0 E (O, oo), and cp'(t0 ) =O. On the other hand, from (3.7) we have cp'(t0 ) = 
-J\<p(t0 )/t0 < O, a contradiction. Similarly, <p can.not be negative anywhere. 
Thus <p = O in t ~ O and the rest of the proof is the same as that of case (i) 
above. Q.E.D . 
Remark. la case p < n• (i.e., A > O), the conditions that L(x ) never ch.anges 
sign and K (x) = O(lxlt) atoo for sorne t< -2 imply that K =O in R". For if 
L = O in R", this is proved in (ü) above. Otherwise, there exists x E R " with 
L(x) =!: O. Then we set cp(t) = K(tx) for t :;;i.. O and we have two ca.ses. 
Case l . L ;;:i: O on R". Since (t"cp(t))' = 1" - 1(A.cp + t<p') = 1>- - 1L (tx ), we see 
tbat t~(t ) is nondecreasing in r >O and is strictly increasing al t = 1 by our 
assumption that L(.X) > O. Since r"cp(t) = O at t = O, we conclude that t>w(I) 
- C > O (C could be oo) as t -. oo. In parcicular, cp(t) ~ er ->- at t = oo for 
sorne constant C > O. Observe that -A. > t if and only if p > ( n + 2 + 2()/ 
(n - 2), which is gu aranteed by p > ( n + t)/(n - 2), since t ~ -2. This con-
tradicts the assumption that K ( x) = O( 1x1 r) at oo for so me t ~ - 2. 
Case 2. L ~ O on R". lb.is case rnay be handled by exacUy the same 
argumen ts as in case 1 above. 
3.2. Existence. We now tum to ex.istence results and various extensions of 
Tbeorem 1.5. As in the subseclion 2.2, we shall restricr ourse/Qes 10 radial solwions 
o/ the equation (1.3) with radial K 's in the rest o/ this section. 
Our approach is variational and sorne preliminary notations and re.sults are 
needed. Let E be the completion of ali smootb radial f unctions with compacl 
supports in R" under the ' 'energy" norm 
LEMMA 3.8. There exists a constan/ C,, (depending only on the dimension n ) 
such that 
(3 .9) 
for al/ r > O and for ali u E E. 
The proof is quite simple; see, for instance, [BL, p. 340}. 
LEMMA 3.1 O. Let K be a radial/y symme1ric function in R " which salisfies eirher 
(3.11 ) 
O < ['º K+( r )rln - p(,, - l)VJ.dr < oo . 
o 
K - E L ln/ln + 2 - p ( n - 2)] 
K -E L 00 
x -= o 
if 1 < p < n• , 
if p = n• , 
if p > n• , 
where K+(x) = max{K(x),O}, K-(x) = max{ - K(x),O}, or 
(3.12) L oo 1Kirl" - p(n-2))/2dr <OO. 
o 
Then the f w.zctional 
(3.13) 4>(u) = 1Klulp+I, uEE, 
R" 
wheré p > 1 is well-defined and is C 1 from E lo R. 
Proof The proof of the . well-definedness of el> is somewbat standard and we 
shall omit il bere (sec the arguments. leadin.g to (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) bel0w). 
To prove that el> is C1 we tirst show that 
(3.14) <l>'(u)u = (p + 1) ( K\ulP- 1uu Cor all u, u E E. 
}R" 
Since tbe function itl p+t is C2 in t (because p > 1), we have, by Taylor's 
theorem, that there exists 8 = 8(x) E [O, lj sucb that 
(3.15) l<l> (u + v). - <I> (u) - (p + 1) l .KlulP- 1uvl 
~ l)KI ·llu + v¡rH - lulp+t - (p + 1)1ulP-luuj 
= p( p + 1) 1 IKI . ¡u+ Oulp- 1u2 
. 2! R" 
In case (3.12) holds, we can bound the last term in (3.15) by 
near u = O in E, where tbe constapt C depends only on p and n, since 
[ n - p( n - 2)]/2 = ( n - 1) - ( p + 1)( n - 2)/2 and both u, u satisfy (3.9). In 
case (3.11) holds, we write \ KJ = K + + x - and estímate the last term in (3.15) 
separately. While the tenn involving K+ is treated in the same fa.shion as in 
(3.16), thc other term may be handled by Holder's inequality in case p ~ n* as 
foUows. Set a = 2nfI1n - ( p + IXn - 2)], fJ = 2nlf(p - IXn - 2)], y = 
n/( n - 2); then 
= O(llvll~) 
near u = O in E. (Here we have used the fact thal the embedding E -
L 2n/ (n - l)(R") is continuous.) Tbus from (3.15) we conclude lhat 
near u = O in E. Therefore (3.14) holds. To prove lhal cl>'(u) is continuous, we 
use the mean value t.heorem as foUows: 
lc!>'(u + w)v - <l> '( u) ul 
= (p + l ) p f IKI · lu + 8w ¡P- 1 lwl · lv l JR. 
Tbe last inequality foUows in exaclly the same way as we obtained (3.16) and 
(3.17) except instead of a, /J, y used in (3.17), we now bave 
for aJJ v E E and w small in E . Tb.is finisbes lhe proof. Q.E.D. 
We now come lo the main ex.istence results. 
THEORl:M 3.18. S uppose that K' "/: O ond that mlter (3. 11 ) or (3. 12) holds. 
The11 /or every p > l. equoiion (1.3) possesses a 11on11ega11ve nontrwia/ weak 
solur1011 u E E 111 R n . 
Proof Seuing 
>. = inr{l ,.i vu¡2 dx¡u e E and <1> (11) = 1}. 
we cla1 m 1ha1 (i) O < >.. < oo, and (ii1 >. is asl!umcd. 
S1n<.:c J.:·'/- O. 1hcre exists u • E E ut:h tha1 <ti ( 11 • ) > O. and <1> ( ru• ) = 1 fo r a 
sui 1able r > O. Thu~ >. < oo. Next. for any u E E w1th <!> ( 11) = 1, wc ha ve 
b) (3.9) fhu~ >. > O and ti) is proved. As for (11). wc lc:l {u"} be a nunrnuz.ing 
sequencc. We may assume Lhal u>. ~ O in R n. for othcrw1 e we JU~ l replace u" by 
lu.d. Funhem1ore. ~ince the embedding E <.; L n• "CR") 111 contiouous. lhe se-
quencc {u" 10 ) 1s bounded in wuc íl} for any bounded i.mooch domam Q, SLnce 
{u"} • ~ a boundcd sequence in the Hilben spacc E. Thus. using standard 
argumenl~ mvolvmg diagonaJ process. we condudc tha1 then: ex1sl a ü E E and 
a sub~cquencc, denolcd by { u4 } again. such thal u,. converge lo ¡; weakly in E 
and ui - ii a.e. as k ~ oo. Therefore ll ii ll ~ ~ >.. = hm mf 4 • , •. ,ll uJ.. llk· S1nce 
( 3 .19) f. K~ uf' 1 = 1 +J. A: uf' 1, Rª R" 
and. by our hypo1heses, 
we may apply lhc Lebesgue dorrunaled convergcnce lhcorcm 10 lhc lcft-hand side 
of (3.19) and Fatou'!i lemma lO the right-hand side of (3.19) lO oblato 
thal •~. 4> ( ü) ~ 1 By an easy scal.mg argumcnt and 1he dehnil1on oí A. we 
concl ude thal <l> (ii) = 1 and fl ii ll i ='A and our a sernon (ii ) 1 e tabLi hed. 
Since >.. is assumed at ü, ü must then satisfy the corresponding Euler-Lagrange 
equation, i.e.; there exists µ E R such thal 
1 '1 ü · '1 u = µ ( p + 1) f KI ü ¡P - i üu for all u E E. R" JR" 
Choosing u= ü, we see that µ(p + 1) = >.. . Thus ü is a weak solution of the 
equation 6.ü + A.KüP =O in R". Since uk ~O, we have ü ~O. Moreover, ü ;!=O 
since cI>(u) =l. Thus u= )..l / Cp- tl¡¡ is the required solution. Q.E.D. 
Our next resuJt concems the existence of positive classica1 solutions. 
TuEOREM 3.19. Suppose that K(r) = O(rº} at r = O for some <T ~ O and that 
K (r) = O(r ' ) at r == oo for sorne t~ - 2. lj K +:t= O and (n + 2 + 2a)/(n - 2) 
> p > (n + 2 + 2t)/(n - 2), then equation (1.3) possesses a positiue classical 
so/u/ion u E E with u( r ) = O(r1 - ") at r = oo. 
Proof It is easy to check that (3.12) holds if n + 2 + 211 > p(n - 2) > 
n + 2 + 2t. Thus Theorem 3.18 impli.es that (1.3) has a nontrivial solution u ~ O 
in E. For r > O, the solution u is C 2 since u is bounded in [8, oo) for any 8 >O 
(and then the usual elliptic regularity estimates apply). At r = O, if p < nl, then 
again the usual regularity estimates imply that u E ci near r = O. If p ~ n*, 
then we write, near r =O, K = Kup- nº+-- and 
where e> O is chosen so small that µ=o - (p - n* + e)(n - 2)/2 > O. (!'bis 
is possible since 11 - (p - n*Xn - 2)/2 > 0.) Thus K is locally Holder continu-
ous near r =O (since by (3.9) K (r) = O(t") at r = O) and u is a weak solution of 
the equation 6.u + Ku"· -· = O. Next, we observe that u E H 1 near r = O (by 
u E E and the fact that (3.9) holds). Once again, the usual elliptic regularity 
estimates guarantee that u is a classica1 solution of (1.3) in R". Now tbe 
positivity of u follows from the strong maximum principie and the fact that u is 
nonnegative. Finally, tbe estímate u( r) = O(r2- n) at oo follows immediately 
from Lemma 2.20 and (3.9) since (n - 2)/2 > m = (2 + t)/(p - 1). Q.E.D. 
The next theorem extends Tbeorem 1.5. 
THEOREM 3.20. Suppose that K ~O in R", K(r) = O(rª) at r = O for some 
o~ O and that K - r t at r = oo for sorne t~ -2. 
(i) If t> -2, then equation (1.3) possesses a positiue radial classioal so/ution u 
in R n with u - r 2- n at r = oo, and for euery a > O sufficiently small, the solution 
u(r: a ) o/ the iniiial ualue problem 
( 3 .21 ) 
{
u,,+ : ~ 1 u, + ¡; (,) u'~ O. 
u,(O) - O, u(O ) = a . 
1s a p os1twe classical solut1on o/ (1.3) in R" w1th u( r: a ) - r - "' at r = oo. where 
m = (2 + t)/( p - 1 ). prou1ded rhar ( n + 2 + 2o )/ ( n - 2) > p > ( n + 2 + 
21)/( n - 2) and ¡,- r,qr )], ~ O for r suffic1ent~v large. 
(ii) lf t= - 2, then thesame conclu.s1ons as tn (1) hold, wirh "u( r; a ) - r - m at 
r = oo" replaced by "u(r; a:) - (log r )- l l(p - I¡ ar r = oo ," prov1ded that 
( n + 2 + 2 o )/( n - 2) > p > l. r 2K (r) --+ e > O as r -. oo and 
(3.22) 
( fl - 2)( p - 1 ) , 
lim r 2K ( r ) > limsup r ( log r )-[ r 2K ( r )J, . 
r-oo P r-· oc 
Proo/ (i) The ex.is tence of a positive ~olution u of (l.3) in R n with the 
behavior u( r ) - , i-n at oo follows from Thcorems 3.1 9 and 2.41. Applying 
Theorem 5 in [NY2] (it is easy to see that ali the hypo theses ( K.l ), (K.4), and 
(K.5) there are salisfied. since Ir /K ( r)J, ~ O atoo implie~ that ,. - /K (r ) --+ e> O 
as r --+ oo ), we conclude that for o: > O small, u ( r : a ) > O for ali r > O and 
f000K (r)uP( r )rn - I dr = oo. Since p > ( 11 + 2 + 2t)/ (n - 2), we have 11 - 2 > 
2m , and thus Theorem 2.41 implies that u( r: a ) - ,-m at oo, since otherwise 
u( r ) = O(r 2 - " ) atoo and tbus tbe imegral 
(For t - p(n - 2) + n - 1 < - 1 if aod only if p > ( n + ()/ ( n - 2), and the 
la tter bolds since t ~ - 2.) 
(ii) Tbe same as above. e)(cept we JUSt bave to observe that tbe hypothesis (K.5) 
in Theorem 5 oí [NY2] follows from (3.22), since (3.22) implies tbat in particular 
Lim sup,_ 00 r[r
2K( r )Jr =O. Q.E.D. 
Note that the abovc theorem applics to the Matukuma equation (1.6) mea· 
tioned in tbe introduction . 
Note added in proof In a ruce paper oí N. Kawano, J. Satsuma. and 
S. Yotsutani, .. Existence of Positive Solutions of an Emden-Type Elliptic Equa-
t1on" tFunkcialaJ EkvacioJ 31 (1988). 12 1- 145). a sutli cien1 conduion for the 
existence of posi tive solutions of ( 1.3) which tend to 2ero a t oo is ob ta1ned in the 
case where K is radial and decays sufticiently fa~t at oo . Moreover. an example 
f or nonex.istence which is related to Theorem 1.4 abo ve 1s al so 1ncluded tbere . 
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